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BIAKE!X MOUNTAill DAM 
EMBANKMENT, FOUNDATION, AND BORROW AREAS 

Interim Report No. 2 

PART I: :INTRODUCTION 

1. The results of the initial investigations of the foundation, 

borrow areas, and design of the embankment for Blakely Mountain Dam are 

reported in Interim Report No. 1 "Investigation of Foundation, Borrow 

Mlter1als, and Embankment Desian," dated July 1948. That report includes 

a description of the :foundation and abutment conditions, boring loge of 

the foundation and borrow areas, results of pressure and grout teats, 

laboratory tests on the borrow materials, design of the embankment and 

slope protection, and suggested d.rai:m.ge facilities. A knowledge of the 

material in Interim Report 1 is necessary :for a proper understanding of 

this report. 

2. Since preparation of Interim Report No. l, the :following field, 

laboratory, and design studies have been accomplished: 

a. Supplementary borinBB have been made in the various borrow 
areas to determine the maximum depth of borrow, and. the 
availability of a suitable sand and gravel deposit for 
filter materials. 

b. Repeat water content borings have been ma.de at certain se
lected locations to determine the seasonal variation of 
water content in the borrow areas. 

c. Seasonal variations of the water table have been determined 
by piezameters in borrow areas B, D, and E. 

d. Test pita have been dus in borrow areas B, F, and E to 
explore further the types of materials which would be en
countered in borrow operations. 
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e. New computations of the yardage available in the borrow 
areas have been made baaed on the old and new supplemental 
borings. 

f. Additional laboratory tests have been made on representative 
samples obtained from the supplemental borrow area borings. 

S.· The stability and settlement of the embankment have been 
checked. 

h. The diversion and construction plans were changed, thereby 
necessitating a change in the zoning of the materials in 
the embankment. 

i. The sradations of the filters have been modified to utilize 
more advantageously the locally available sand and gravel 
deposits • 

.J.· Plans for a compaction test section were prepared by the 
Vicksburg District and the Waterways Experiment Station. 

3. The purpose of this report is to present the results of the 

studies listed above. In addition a section on engineering measurement 

devices has been included. Thie section includes a layout of piezometers 

to measure pore pressures in the embankment during construction and the 

seepage pattern after construction, a system of settlement plates to 

measure settlements within the embankment, and means for approximating 

the seepage collected by the drain under the downstream portion of the 

embankment. Some of the studies made since publication of Interim Report 

No. l indicated the desirability of making certain changes in some fea

tures of design given in the first report. Those items in Interim Report 

No. l which are modified, changed, or voided by this report are summarized 

in Part XI. Errata pertaining to Interim Report No. l are also given in 

Part XI of this report. 
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PART II: FOUNDATION AND ABU!'MENTS 

4. Recent excavations made in connection with construction of the 

diversion and power tunnels 'indicate that the overburden on the abutments 

is very erratic {see plate 1). On the steep abutment elopes there is a 

relatively th1n layer of soil, about 2 ft in thickness, supporting brushy 

vegetation. Rock outcrops occur on both abutments. Examination of rock 

exposed alona road cute in both abutments indicates that the rock at the 

surface is relatively fractured and broken up. Borings and. deep cute 

made for the tunnel intakes and outlets indicate that the fractured rock 

may extend for a considerable distance into the abutments. 

5. Borings made along the shelf portions of the foundation adja

cent to the stream channel indicate that they apparently consist of ree::d.

ual deposits of silts, clays, and gravelly soils. Although these deposits 

may be fairly impervious, they probably are not as impervious as the mate

rials which will be used in the core section of the embankment and possibly 

not as impervious as the materials which will be used in the upstream 

zone of type III and type V-a materials. There is also a possibility 

that sand and gravel lenses me.y exist in the lower portion of the sh.elf 

deposits. If the materials in the deposits are more permeable than the 

materials used in the embankment, greater hydrostatic pressures would be 

built up near or under the center of the dam than were assumed in the flow 

net and stability analyses that were made in the ~sign of the structure • 

. In addition, the materials may consist of both residual and alluvial 

deposits and as a result there 'fNJ.Y be wide and rapid variations in their 

plcy'sical properties. The possibility of sharp differential settlements 
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turther indicates the desirability of removing the shelf deposits. There

fore, it is recommended that all overburden on the abutments be removed 

down to rock from the upstream core limit to the downstream slope of the 

embankment, and that the overburden in the valley be removed down to rock 

from the upstream toe to the downstream toe of the embankment. It ia 

believed that the materials removed in these stripping operations may be 

used either in the embankment or cofferdams. Rock surfaces adjacent to 

the embankment should be smoothed as much as practicable prior to placing 

embankment materials. Overhanging rocks should be dressed back to a 

sl1B}lt slope to permit better compaction against them. Roads or any 

other fills on the abutments should be removed. It is suggested that 

the embankment immediately ad.jacent to the abutments be hand-tamped in 

order to fill all voids and crevices in the rock. 

6. In the area of the drainage blanket, it is imperative that 

there be a pervious connection between the foundation and abutment rock, 

and the drain. Therefore, all soil in the abutments, floodplain, and 

river in the area of the drainage blanket should be removed, and the 

rock cleaned off reasonably well before the blanket ie placed. other

wise, the purpose of the filter blanket will be defeated as it will not 

operate satisfactorily if a layer of impervious material is left between 

the blanket and the rock. Flow of water into the tunnel outlet excavations 

indicated the possibility of considerable seepage from the foundation 

rock. 

7. Because of the rather fractured nature of the foundation and 

abutment rock and the difficulty of securing an absolutely tight bond 

between the embankment and the foundation and abutment, it was considered 
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necessary by the Board of Consultants and the Office, Chief of Engineers, 

to install a grout curtain down the abutments and across the valley. 

A grout curtain approximately 25 ft deep is to be put in along the center 

line of the embankment across the valley. The grout curtain down the 

abutments is to be about 60 to 85 ft deep. 

8. The procedure for grouting the foundation in the valley area 

calls for constructing the embankment up to elev 430 and then grouting the 

foundation after this fill is in place. As the weight of this fill will 

permit the use of reasonable grouting pressures at the contact plane be

tween the bottom of the embankment and the rock foundation, it is believed 

that no special provisions need be ma.de at the contact between the base of 

the embankment and the grout curtain. 

9. In order to obtain fUll grouting pressures at the contact plane 

between the base of the embankment and foundation rock, and to protect 

against the formation of soft areas in the embankment, it is recommended 

that the grout holes down through the embankment be cased. This will 

permit the installation of a packer at the bottom of the casing and thus 

insure the development of full Grouting pressures at this point. The 

casing will also prevent slumpinB of embankment materials into the holes 

for the grout pipe. The amount of arouting necessary at the contact plane 

between the base of the emba!lIDnent and the foundation rock will have to 

be determined at the time of the crouting operations. It is also sug

gested that the grout curtain across the valley portion of the embankment 

be moved upstream approximately 75 ft; the grout line up the abutments 

would have to angle from the end of the line across the valley to the 

center line of the dam at its crest. It is pointed out that all grout 



holes down throush the embankment should be caretully tilled with com· 

pacted core :materials. 
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10. The procedure for grouting the abutments calls for groutill6 

them prior to placement of the embankment. After the grouting is ·accom

plished, a trench l2 ft wide at the bottom with 1-on-l side slopes will be 

cut back into the abutments until contact is made with solidly grouted 

rock. This trench will then be filled with compacted core materials. 

ll. The fractured nature of the rock at the contact between the 

embankment and foundation and abutments, may possibly require placement 

ot the first layer of soil adjacent to foundation rock 2 or 3 per cent 

wet of optimum so the.~ it will be- aqueezad_ down_ into the voids by place -

ment of subsequent lifts and by the weight of the embankment. Thia pro

cedure is considered desirable to improve the watertightness along the 

contact plane between the embankment and foundation and abutments. It is 

suggested that insofar as possible only type II materials be used along 

the contact between the core section and the foundation and abutments. 

12. The folding of the rocks at the dam site, as described in 

Part II and shown on plate 3 of Interim Report No. 1, is well illustrated 

by the photographs of the cuts in the right abutment shown on plate 1. 

A plan and detailed logs of the foundation and abutment borings are 

shown on Dwg. No. 5-11 of "Maps and Plane for Construction of TUNNELS 

AND APPURTENANCES - Blakely Mountain Dam - Ouachita River, Arkansas," 

Vicksburg District, CE, dated 1948. 
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PART III: SUPPIEMENTAL BOBROW mvESTIGATIONS 

13. The general location of the dam site and borrow areas is shown 

on plate 2, an aerial mosaic. Contour :nape of borrow areas B, D, E, and 

F, with the locations of' borings, are shown on plates 3 and 4. The 

locations of' the test pita and piezometers which have been installed in 

the above borrow areas are also shown on these plates. The supplemental 

borings (1948) shown on the drawings are those with numbers greater than 

B-160 in area B, greater than D-39 in area D, greater than E-26 in area E, 

and greater than F-49 in area F. These borings were made for the purpose 

of obtaining more information on the maximum depth of borrow in the 

different areas • The logs o-r- all bori:ngs, including- the- supplemental 

borings, are shown on plates 5 through 13. 

14. Since exploration of borrow areas B, D, E, and F, four areas 

along Gl.azypeau Creek have been investigated (1949) as a source for 

filter materials and free-draining type IV materials for use in the 

downstream shell of the embankment. The locations of these areas are 

shown on plate 4. Loge of the borings and test pita are shown on plate 13, 

Mechanical analyses of typical sand.a and gravels encountered are presented 

on pl.ate 33. By proper screening, satisfactory filter materials may be 

obtained from areas 1 and 2 along Gl.azypeau Creek. All of the areas 

along Gl.azypeau Creek contain material (type IV) suitable for the down· 

stream shell of the dam. 

Generalized Soil Profiles 

15. In order to facilitate yardage computations and zonatian of 

the embankment, generalized soil profiles were prepared for each borrow 



area. These profiles show the top of the ground surface, soil strat-

1ficat1on1 and top of bed rock. The Ground profiles were obtained from 

the contour maps shown on plates 3 and 4; the soil stratification was 
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generalized from the boring lose; and the profiles of bed rock (or large 

boulders) were interpolated and extrapolated from various borings which 

were known to extend to rock. U>catione of the generalized soil profiles 

are BhC>Vl?l for borrow area B on plate 14 and for borrow areas D, E, and F 

on plate 15. The soil profiles are shown on plates 16-21. 

16. In generalizing the soil strata, the various soils were grouped 

into the following types: 

Soil Type 

Impervious 
(I and II) 

Fine Random 
(III & V-a} 

Coarse Random 
(V-b) 

Pervious 
(IV) 

Seil Claeaification 

Silty clay, sandy clay, clay sand, and clay silt 

Sandy silt, silty sand, and sand with more than 5% finer 
than No. 200 sieve; or a combination of soil types I, II, 
and/or III where individual soil strata are leas than 
about 3 ft thick, and containing more than 15% finer than 
a No. 200 sieve and about 50% or leas gravel 

A material with less than 15~ finer than a No. 200 sieve 
and about 50~ or more gravel 

Sand and/or gravel (lees than 5% finer than a No. 200 
sieve and/or free draining) 

Thia same grouping of soils was used in estimating the available yard-

age of borrow materials. The soil deposits as shown by the generalized 

profiles are essentially the same as described in Interim Report No. 1, 

except that the depth to rock is areater than indicated by the borings in 

that report. It is pointed out that most of the deposits in the hilly 

portion of borrow area B, borrow area~n, and borrow area F have been 
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termed "random" materials because of their variability, lenticular occur

rence, and wide range in gradation. Excavation of these materials by 

dragline or shovel from a more or less vertical face would result in 

a very well-graded embankment material. However, excavation by grader 

or scraper in relatively thin cuts would result in obtaini11g soils more 

similar to one of the individual ty~es described above. 

17. It may be noted from the boring logs and generalized soil 

profiles that almost any of the soil types may be obtained during con

struction by proper operation in the borrow areas. Therefore, in the 

zonation of the embankment, subsequently discussed, it has been assumed 

that all of the various soil tYlles would be available during each of the 

construction seasons. 

Borrow Yardases 

18. The borings made in 1948 indicated the existence of considerably 

more yard.age in the various areas than was reported in Interim Report No. 

l. Therefore, the available ya1'Clage in the various areas was recomputed 

utilizing the generalized soil profiles shown on plates 16-21. The 

results of these computations are summarized in table 1. The total 

available yardage in borrow areas B, D, E, F, and Glazypeau amounts to 

about 9,200,000 cu yd; the yardage in the dam amounts to about 3,800,000 

cu yd. :Because of the variability and unevenness of the rock surface at 

the bottom of the pits, and to allow flexibility in borrow operations, 

about 7,000,000 to 7,500,000 gross yards should.be available to fUrnish 

sutfioient :material for the dam. The approximate average percentages of 
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the different types of materials in all the borrow areas are given below. 

Soil Type Soil Description Percentage 

Impervious 
(I and II) 

Fine Random 
(III) 
(V-a) 

Coarse Random 
(V-b) 

Pervioue 
(IV) 

Clay·content .greater than 2Cflfo 

Clay content-less than 2C/fo 

Sand and/or gravel (lees than 5i leas than 
No. 200 sieve) 

Note: Percentages baaed on total yardage available without area F. 

22 

13 
30 

20 

15 

19. The original cJ.aesj fication of soil sam~les from the bo?Tow 

/ 

areas was baaed in general on the Lower Mississippi Valley Division soil 

Classification triangle in which soils containing up to 15 per cent finer 

than a No. 200-meeh sieve may be classified as sand and/or gravel. The 

yardages available in the various borrow areas were first computed on the 

basis of borings classified in accordance with the above system and the 

generalized profiles shown on plates 16-21. Study of teat pit samples, 

mechanical analyses, permeability teats, and zonation considerations 

indicated the desirability of dividing materials classified ae sand and/or 

gravel into free-draining materials and materials which were not free

draining. The desirability of breaking "random" materials into "fine 

random" and "coarse random11 was also indicated by these studies. As the 

samples were not originally classified on this basis it was not possible 

to compute the quantities of the various types described in paragraph 16. 

The total quantities given in table l are computed values; the breakdown 
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into types is based an estimates only. However, it is believed that the 

values given are fairly accurate. The zonation of the dam shown on plate 

30 provides for considerable variation in quantities of the various types 

of materials required. 

20. Borrow area B. In the yardage computations for borrow area B, 

it was assumed that impervious soils (Types I, II, and III) below elev 

402 would not be suitable for embankment construction. The water table 

as indicated by piezometers in the valley portion of borrow area B varies 

between about elev 396 and 412 during the construction season, with the 

river varying between elev 396 and 400 for the same :period. Plate 22 

shows the piezometer readinas obtained in borrow areas B, D, E, and G 

from February 1948 to February 1949. It may be noted that the water 

level in piezometer P-3-B corresponds rather closely to the stage of the 

river, whereas the water levels in piezom.eters P-l-B and P-2-B are con

siderably higher than the river. As all three piezometers are installed 

in the underlying pervious sands, it was eXIlScted that they all would 

register a water table at approximately the same elevation as the river, 

with possibly some lag. The hiah readings of piezometers P-1-B and 

P-2-B may be caused by underground flow from the adjacent mountain, or 

a combination of such flow and partial blockage by impervious soils be

tween the piezometere and the stream charmel. However, by proper con

struction procedures and with the drainage described in paragraph 35, it 

is believed that impervious materials can be excavated eucceesfUlly down 

to elev 402 in the valley portion of area B during the latter part of the 

construction season. 

21. In the computation of yardage available in borrow area B it wa§[ 



assumed that the sand and gravel deposits in the valley below elev 402 

would be available where they were not overlain by an excessive amount 
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(5 ~ or more) of impervious soils that would have to be wasted. These 

sands and gravels can either be obtained with a dragline or by dewatering 

the area being excavated and removing them in the dry. Sande and gravels 

taken from below the water table by means of d.raglinee could probably be 

classified as pervious materials. Sand and gravel material below elev 

402 which was assumed as being available is shown on plates 16-18. 

22. Borrow area D. It appears from table l that either borrow area 

D or F will not be required. There is a total of 1,400,000 yd of mate

rials in area D if all of the area is utilized down to bed.rock or elev 

422, the water table in the lower portion of tlie area {see- piate-22-). 

If the area is le~ more or less smoothly graded so as to be suitable for 

industrial expansion, about 7301 000 cu yd would be available for borrow. 

These alternate grading plans for borrow area D are shown on plates 19 and 

23. Plate 23 shows by contours the bottom of the pit if it were excavated 

to rock, and also as it would be if left more or less uniformly graded 

and no excavation made below the flooding line of Glazypeau Creek. 

Profiles of the area a~er excavation by these two procedures are shown 

on plate 19. 

23. Borrow area E. Probably all of the available yardage in bor

row area E will be utilized in construction of the embankment. It con

tains about 4301 000 cu yd of impervious materials, 573,000 cu yd of 

fine random, 2501 000 cu yd of coarse random, and 1501 000 cu yd of pervious 

materials. The piezometer in borrow area E was dry during the construc

tion season of 1948 (see plate 22). 
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24. Borrow area F. Borrow area F contains 1,100,000 yd of 11random" 

materials. Although the soils in this area are entirely suitable for dam 

construction, the depth of borrow is relatively shallow and the area is a 

considerable distance from the dam site. Therefore, it rIJ/iy not be used if 

sufficient material is available in the other borrow areas. 

25. Borrow area G. As a sufficient quantity of material is avail

able in the other borrow areas, and as area G is a considerable distance 

from the dam site, it is not planned to use it. 

26. Glazueau borrow areas. It has been estimated by the Vicksburg 

District that areas 1 and 2 (see plate 4) contain about 400,000 cu yd of 

sands and gravel.a~ Of thia,_ abou_-t 100,_00Q cu_ ya._ will_ be ~equired for 

filter materials and gravel blankets. Areas 3 and 4 contain about 

200,000 cu yd of sand and gravel. These areas also contain some silty 

sands which may be utilized in the zones for fine random materials. 

Seasonal Water Content Variation 

27. The borrow area borings shown on plates 5-12 were made at 

various seasons of the year. Therefore, in order to obtain the water 

content of the soils during the construction season and to observe the 

seasonal variation of water content, six borings in the B area, three 

borings in the D area, four borinca in the E area, and one in the F area 

have been redrilled at various times of the year. Locations of the bor

ings which were redrilled are shown on plates 3 and 4. The repeat borings 

were made within a radius of about 5 to 10 ~ of the original boring. 

The seasonal variations in water content in these borings are shown on 

plate 24. 
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28. So far, the repeat borin8s show that, in general, the water 

contents are lower during the summer and fall months than during the 

winter end early spring months. It appears from the data shown on plate 

24 that the water content of the soils in the upper 5 ft in borrow area B 

varies considerably with the season but that there is relatively little 

Che.nee below this depth. The water contents shown for area B range from 

about 10 to 18 per cent and are within about 3 or 4 per cent of optiI!l.UID. 

during the construction season. Therefore, it should not be any partic

ular problem to process the materials from area B to the proper water 

content for compaction. The water contents in areas D, E, and F appear 

to vaey more with the season than in area B. However, it is not possible 

to state definitely that the variations in water content are a result of 

seasonal changes rather than the result of different soil types which are 

sometimes encountered in adjacent borings. The former is believed to be 

generally true. 

Test Pits 

29. Test pits were dug in borrow areas B, F, and E to explore 

further the types of materials which would be encountered in borrow 

operations. It was also desired to check by means of these pita the depth 

of borrow as indicated by the borings. The test pits indicated approxi

mately the same depth of borrow as shown by the deeper borings in the 

immediate vicinity except for teat pit E-30. The pit in borrow area E 

went down to a depth of about 25 ft, whereas the maximum penetration of 

the borill8S in the vicinity of the pit reached a depth of only 10 to 14 

ft. The shallow depth of the borings may probably be attributed to the 
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presence of fairly large size gravel which prevented the penetration of 

the borings to depths below 15 ft. The greater depth of borrow indicated 

by the test pit in borrow area E was not used in the yardage computations 

because of the possibility that the depth of pit might not be represent

ative of the entire area. The locations of the test pits are shown on 

plates 3 and 4; photographs of the pits are shown on plate 25. Logs of 

the test pita together with water contents and other pertinent information 

regarding the materials encountered are shown on plate 26. Mechanical 

analyses of samples taken from the pits are also shown on this plate. 

30. Although some fairly large gravel and cobbles were encountered 

in the bottom few feet of moat of the pits, nothing was encountered in 

any of the pits which would indicate that the materials are not suitable 

for the embankment. It is believed that cobbles up to 6 in. in diameter 

can be used satisfactorily in the embankment. If material containing 

cobbles or rocks larger than 6 in. is used in the embankment, the atones 

larger than 6 in. should be removed from the fill and placed on either 

the upstream or downstream slope of the embankment. Cobbles or rocks 

larger than 6 in. do not comprise a very large percentage of the borrow 

materials. 

31. All test pits were dry holes except the three in borrow area 

B. Pit B-95, in the hill portion of the area, was dug without any apparent 

difficulty through sandy gravel to a depth of 6 ft below the water table. 

In the flat area along the river, pit B-1 was excavated below the water 

table with the aid of a 5-by 5-.ft cribbing; a 36-in. casing was used in 

pit B-35 below the water table. Water- 1n these two pits was removed with 

a small sump pump. No well points were required in order to put the pits 
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down to bed rock. 

32. If area D is selected for use in construction of the dam, it 

ie suggested that one or two teat pita be dug in suitable locations to 

determine the character of the underlying materials and water-table con

ditions for the information of the construction forces. 

Clearing and Drainage 

33. In order to expedite construction, it is considered desirable 

that the materials in the borrow areas be as dry ae practicable during 

construction operations. Therefore, it was considered desirable by the 

Office, Chief of Engineers, that all relatively flat areas in borrow 

areas B, D, and E should be clear of timber prior to the beginning of 

embankment construction. It my be seen from plate 2 that approximately 

50 per cent of the higher rel.ling terrain of borrow area B is already 

cleared. Borings show that the average natural water contents of the 

materials in the higher portions of this area are probably at about 

optimum water content. It appears, therefore, that no additional clearins 

of.this portion of the B area is necessary prior to construction. From 

Plate 2 {an aerial mosaic) it ma.y also be seen that a large portion of 

borrow area E is already cleared. Therefore it probably makes little 

difference whether or not the rolling or higher portions of this area 

are cleared before construction. It also appears from the aerial mosaic 

that borrow area F is largely cleared; therefore no further clearing of 

this area prior to construction is considered necessary. The west half 

of borrow area D is quite hilly and the materials consist predominately 

of coarse-grained soils which probably can be processed with little 



effort durins construction. Therefore, no additional clearing of the 

west aide of D area ie considered necessar; prior to construction. The 

more level portion of area D is already largely cleared. 

34. In order to minimize the percolation of surface water into 

the underlying borrow materials, it was recomi::iended by the Office, 
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Chief of Engineers, that the existing drainage ditches in the borrow 

areas be deepened and eloped to increase the rate of surface runoff and 

that additional ditches be constructed for this purpose wherever neces

sary in the lower portions of borrow areas B, D, and E. Construction of 

drainage ditches for these borrow areas will. result in the maximum rate 

of surface runoff and is considered the best means for reducing the 

water contents of materials in these areas. 

35. In 1948 a drainage ditch was constructed in the valley por

tion of area B along the base of the hill line. Inspection of this d,itch 

on 18 May 1949 showed it to be running a fairly good stream of water 

although there had been no recent rainfall. Seepage was observed to be 

entering the ditch not only from the hills but also from the relatively 

flat portion of the floodplain between the ditch and the river. The high 

Water table (above the river elevation) observed in the upper part of 

the floodplain area indicates that the ditches are not completely effec

tive in cutting off the inflow of water from the hills. Since this con

dition exists at a time of the year when the natural water table sho~ld 

begin to drop, if it were not for artesian pressure, it is believed that 

additional drainage provisions would-be desirable for borrow area B. It 

is suggested that the low area near borings B-63 and B-37 be opened up 

to remove standing water. Furthermore, it is suggested that the existing 
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ditch parallel to the hill line be deepened 2 to 4 ft and that at inter

vals of 500 ft pite approximately 20 ft square be excavated by dragline 

down through the bottom of the ditch 5 ft into the underlyi:ns pervioue 

material, or to the rock surface, whichever is reached first. This 

applies particularly to that part of the ditch in the upper portion of 

the area where a high water table exists. It is believed that these pita 

will assist in intercepting seepase from the hills and possibly relieve 

some artesian pressure which apparently exists in the lower portion of 

this part of the area. 



PAR!' J:'I: SUPPIEMENTAL IABORATORY TESTS 

36. As a large majority of the laboratory testing reported in 

Interim Report No. l was made on mixes o:f' similar materials taken from 

the various borrow areas, it was decided to check the results by ma.king 

some additional tests on individual samples of similar :materials. The 

samples used were obtained during the supplementary boring program pre

viously described. 

Soils Classification 

37. The results of mechanical analyses of representative soils 
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as obtained from the various bo?Tow areas during the supplementary bor

ing prosram are shown on plate 27. A comparison of these samples with 

those obtained during the original investigation may be had by comparing 

the grain-size curves with those shown in Interim Report No. 1. The 

mechanical analyses of the mixes used in the original investigation have 

also been plotted on plate 27. It may be noted that the samples obtained 

from the supplemental borings have approximately the srune gradations as 

shown in Interim Report No. l for corresponding borrow areas. It is 

pointed out that the samples shown on plate 27 are the same samples which 

were used for the compaction, consolidation, and shear tests to be dis

cussed later. Atterberg limits of these samples are shown in the table 

on plate 27. 

Compaction Teets 

38. Standard. Proctor compaction tests were made on types I, II, 

and III soils. The samples selected for the compaction and shear tests 
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had approximately the same grain size and Atterberg limit characteristics 

as the mixes which were tested previously. The results of these compac

tion tests tosether with mechanical analyses and Atterberg limits are 

shown on plate 28. The results of compaction tests on a few samples from 

the test pits are shown on plate 26. A comparison between the optimum 

water contents and densities for these samples with that of the various 

mixes is given below: 

Type I soils-: 

Clay content 
Liquid limit 
Plastic limit 
Plasticity index 
Optimum w 
Optimum density 

Type II soils: 

Clay content 
Liquid limit 
Plastic limit 
Plasticity index 
Optimum w 
Optimum density 

Type III soils: 

Clay content 
Liquid limit 
Plastic limit 
Plasticity index 
Optimum w 
Optimum density 

Individual Samples 
I.11teL,.im Ra;port 2- Interim Report 1 

30-36 
29-34 
15-20 
10-16 

13.2-17.6 
106-ll9 

21-28 
20-33 
15-19 
5-14 

11.5-15.5 
116-121 

1-19 
NP-31 
NP-18 
NP-13 

8.7-14.7 
112-126 

32-36 
27-31 
17-20 
9-11 

14.8-16.3 
112-113 

20-29 
18-24 
14-17 

3-8 
12.2-14.o 
114-120 

12-19 
NP-22 
NP-16 
NP-6 

11.4-12 .6 
112-120 

Mixes 

32 
30 
16 
14 
14.5 

116 

23 
20 
15 
5 

11.6 
121 

16 
NP 
NP 
NP 
11.4 

120 

From the above tabulation it me.y be noted that the values obtained for the 

various mixes are usually contained within the range of values obtained for 

the individual samples. Further comparisons can be obtained by referring 

to Interim Report No. l. 
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Consolidation Tests 

39. A few consolidation tests were made on some of the samples 

compacted at approximately optimum water content and density. The results 

of these teats are shown on plate 27. Pressure-void ratio curves for 

mixes l and 2 compacted at optimum water content have also been plotted 

on plate 27 for comparative purposes. Approximately the same compress

ibility was obtained for both the mixes and the individual samples when 

compacted with the same effort and at their respective optimum water 

contents. The dotted average curve shown on plate 27 was used to check 

the consolidation of the embanlonent during construction with that com

puted in Interim Report No. 1. 

Shear Tests 

40. Quick and consolidated-quick triaxial tests and a few slow 

direct shear tests were performed on some of the typical samples com

pacted at approximately standard optimum water content and density. The 

results of these tests are shown on plate 29. The shear atrensth curves 

which were used for these various types of tests in the desien of the 

embankment are also shown on this plate· It may be noted that the results 

obtained from the supplementary tests indicate shear streneths equal to 

or greater than those used in the design of the embankment. A comparison 

of these results with those obtained for the mixes of the same type of 

soil compacted with the same effort indicates that the streneths obtained 

are approximately equal to the strengths obtained for the mixes at 

corresponding water contents a.nd densities (see plate 29 and Interim Report 

No. 1). 
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P.Al\'1' V: EMBANKMENT DESIGN 

Zonation 

41. Since submission of Interim Report No. 1, the plan of diver

sion and construction has been changed. The present plan of construction 

calls for building the embankment up to approximately elev 430 during the 

first construction season, pa.seine; any excess flood flow not carried by 

the diversion tunnels over the top of the embankment, and then completing 

the embankment during the second and third constructron seasons (see 

"Construction Features," discussed later in this Part). Further ex

ploration of the borrow areas has indicated the availability of more 

sands and gravels than anticipated in the first embankment section pro

posed. As a result of the above change in construction and the additional 

borrow exploration, the embankment has been rezoned as shown on plate 30. 

42. The primary consideration in the zonation of the embankment was 

the utilization of the various ty:pea of borrow materials so as to obtain 

the most stable embankment possible and. to control seepage through and 

under the embankment. Borrow areas B and E, the principal sou'rces of bor

row materials and the areas to be worked first, contain all of the types 

of materials used in the zonation of the embankment. The materials in 

borrow areas D and F are quite variable and were termed "random" in the 

yardage computations. However, the type of materials obtained from these 

areas will depend upon the method of excavation used. All of the different 

types of materials exist in areas D and F to various extents. Predomi

nantly type 'N materials (sands and gravels) exist in the Glazypeau borrow 



a;rea. Therefore, the zonation shown on plate 30 provides zones in 

Which all types of borrow materials may be placed during each construe-

tion season. 
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43. The proposed zonation provides for an impervious core section 

(types I and II materials) with a downstream elope of 1 on 0.5 and an up

stream slope of l on 0.5 to l on 1 {see plate 30). On each side of the 

core a zone has been provided for fine random materials. These materials 

should be placed eo as to grade more pervious from the core outward. 

Zones have been provided !or "coarse random" materials beyond the fine 

random zones. A pervious shell of sand and gravel (type r.r materials) 

has been provided on the downstream elope of the embankment. The mate-

rial for the sand and gravel shell will be found in borrow area E, the 

lower portion of borrow area B along the river, and in the borrow areas 

aloil8 Glazypeau Creek. .Material for the zones termed "coarse random" 

Will be found in the hill portion of borrow area B, the lower portion of 

area E, and in areas D and F. The lower portions of all the borrow areas 

contain deposits of rather coarse gravels and cobbles which, if placed on 

the outer slopes of the embankment, will provide excellent filter blankets 

beneath both the upstream and downstream riprap (see plates 26 and 27). 

The downstream shell of sand and gravel will prevent emergence of any 
I 

through seepage on the downstream elope as well ae any surface sloughing 

of the underlying silty sands. It is pointed out that the boundaries 

between the zones of materials may be varied according to the availa-

bility of the various types of soils as indicated on plate 30, except the 

downstream shell of select, free-draining sand and gravel which should 

have a minimum thickness of 5 ft at the top and 15 ft at elev 400. 
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44. A sand and gravel blanket has been placed beneath the dmm

etr~am portion of the embankment to act both as a drainage blanket for 

through seepage and to intercept seepage from the underlying rock founda

tion which might otherwise tend to saturate the downstream toe; this 

sand and gravel blanket extends up the abutment to elev 600. A small 

rock toe has also been incorporated in the downstream toe of the dam. A 

graded gravel blanket is to be placed between the embankment and the rock 

toe. ~teriale for the sand and gravel filters can be obtained from the 

sand and gravel borrow areas along Glazypeau Creek as shown on plate 4. 

45. All of the embankment materials are relatively impervious 

except the downstream shell of sand and grave!. Types I and- II ma.teria.J.s

have a permeability of about 8 x 10-8 cm per sec; for type III, k = about 

1500 x lo-8 cm per sec. The permeability of the V-a materials will vary 

between that for types I, II, and III materials, depending more or less 

·upon the relative amount of clay present. The permeability of the 

"coarse random" materials is not known but will probably range from 

0.2 x 10-4 cm per sec to 50 x 10-4 cm per sec. The permeability of the 

shell materials should exceed k = 50 x io-4 cm per sec, and may be con

siderably higher than this. 

Stability Ana].yses 

46. The compaction and shear tests on the individual samples 

obtained from the supplementary (1948) borings gave about the same 

results as had been obtained for the I!l1xee and samples as reported in 

Interim Report No. 1 (see Part 'N "Supplemental laboratory Testa" of thie 
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report) • Therefore, the design shear strengths as reported in the first 

report ("Selection of Design Strengths", p. 46), and as shown on plate 

29 herein, are considered satisfactory and are the strengths which have 

been used in checking the stability of the rezoned section shown on 

plate 30, except for the coarse random materials which have been assumed 

to have a strength of ~ • 350 and zero cohesion. 

47. As the embankment will be constructed more or less uniformly 

from the base up, no analyses were made of the stability of the embank-

ment durill8 construction. The zona.tion as shown on plate 30 does not 

differ greatly, as regards the stability of the embankment, from the 

zonation analyzed in the first report; therefore, only a few analyses 

were made to check the stability of the embankment as preeentl.y zoned. 

No significant change was made in the zonation of the downstream portion 

of the embankment, and therefore only two analyses were made for this 

portion. The results of the stability analyses made are shown on plate 

31 and are summarized below: 

Condition 

Construction 

Construction 

Critical pool (water at 

elev 480, saturated) 

Critical pool (water at 

elev 480, saturated) 

Shear Test 

Q 

s 

Q;c 

s 

s 

Factor of Safety 

l.54 

l.27a 

l.56 

2.04b 

l.27a 

a Pore pressures in types I, II, III and V-a materials as
sumed equal to height of fill above arc. This assumption 
is considered conservative for III and V-a materials. No 
excess pore pressure assumed in type IV or V-b materials. 

b No excess pore pressure assumed. 32000 
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48. On the basis of the above data and that shown on page 57 of 

Interim Report 1, the upstream elope should be. safe for any of the operat

ing conditions to which it will be subjected. 

Consolidation Within Embankment 

49. Consolidation within the embankment was checked using the aver-

age pressure-void ratio curve shown on plate 27 for types I and II mate-

rials. The p-e curves on plate 27 were obtained from eamplee compacted 

by standard Proctor effort at approximately the optimum water content for 

the particular soil being tested. The total consolidation computed on 

the basis of the above referenced data that will occur along the center 

line of the dam above the river channel was 10.9 ft. Thie amount of con-

aolidation compares reasonably well with the amount given in Interim 

Report No. 1. In order to allow for some consolidation of the embankment 

af'ter construction, the followine; procedure is suggested: 

Stripping 

a. During the first and second construction seasons, follow 
the net srade line as shown on plate 30. 

b. During the third construction season, construct the embank
ment to gross grade lines which begin at the same elevation 
aa constructed to the preceding season and extend upward 
to points 2 ft above the net crown grade. This 2 ft of 
overbuilding should extend from Sta 3+00 to 7+00 and then 
taper to zero at the end of the embankment. 

Construction Features 

50. Part or all of the overburden in the valley at the dam site 

should be removed prior to placement of the embankment. As discussed 

under "Foundation and Abutments" the amount of stripping necessary ia 



rather indeterminate and will have to be determined in the field at the 

time of construction. It is suggested that the materials from the 

stripping operations be utilized in construction of the cofferdams to 

the maximum extent possible. 

Cofferdams 
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51. A cofferdam. will be built upstream of the dam to hold back the 

river and force its diversion through the flood-control and power tunnels 

during the first year of construction of the embankment (see plate 30). 

The crown of the upstream cofferdam is to be at elev 430. The working 

area within the found:ation limits- will ba :pro_te_c_ted from backwater b~ 

another cofferdam downstream (crown elev 405). Some material for these 

cofferd.a.ms can be obtained from the stripping operations. Broken rock 

from the stripping operations or other sources may be placed on the up

stream slopes of the cofferdam for wave protection. A system of trenches 

with a sump will probably be required to keep the work area dry. 

Construction sequence and diversion 

52. The first phase of construction will consist of building the 

Upstream cofferdam to elev 430, building a cofferdam. to elev 405 down

etream from the dam, dewatering the area between the cofferdams, and 

stripping the foundation and abutments. The tull base width of the em

bankment will then be pl.aced to about elev 430. Durins the first con

struction season, the stream flow will be diverted through the 19- and 

30-ft-d.iameter tunnels except during the hish-water season following the 

first construction season when flow in excess of tunnel capacity will be 

discharged over the partially completed embrutlanent. The embankment will 
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be protected from excessive scour by the measures deecribed below. 

53. Prior to 1 November a 300-ft control weir at an elevation 5 ~ 

higher than the embankment would be constructed at the downstream. edge of 

the crest of the embankment. Upstream of the control weir the embankment 

would be shaped as a broad-crested weir 400 rt wide with side slopes of 

l on 2 extendins up to shelves at elev 450 that extend back to the 

abutments. At the control weir these shelves will be raised to about elev 

460 to prevent flanking of the control weir. The control weir and all 

surfaces downstream. and for a short distance upstream will be protected 

by either loose or grouted riprap. In order to minimize erosion of the 

top of the embankment between the first and second construction seasons, 

it is suggested that the surface be bladed smooth and rolled with heavy 

hauling equipment loaded with earth so as to obtain eight coverages of 

the entire surface. This will densif'y the upper several inches of the 

embankment and should make the surface more resistant to erosion. In 

order to obtain some information on the erodibility of the embankment 

soils it is planned to conduct a few simple flume teats to observe the 

effect of blowing water on the compacted soil. 

54. During the second phase of construction the riprap protection 

upstream from the control weir would be removed and the embankment con

structed to a minim.um elevation of 490 prior to the second high-water 

season. With the embankment to this elevation, the diversion tunnels 

together with the storage behind the dam, will accommodate the maximum. 

flood flows. The embankment would be completed the third construction 

season. 



55. Hydraulic studies* of velocities over the embankment for 

various floods indicate that the maximum average velocity over the em-

bankment (constructed to elev 430) for a recurrence of the 1945 flood 

(maximum of record) would be about 8 ft :per second. The maximum pool 
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elevations and number of occurrences of floods that would have overtopped 

the control weir for the :period of record from 1937 through 1945 are 

tabulated below. 

Pool 
Elevation 

430 
435 
440 
445 
450 
454 

Frequency 
in Years 

0.5 
0.7 
1.2 
3.0 
8.0 

18.0 

Average Velocity over Embankment 
· ft ;per sec 

2.2 
4.7 
6.8 
8.2 

Full operation of the diversion tunnels was assumed in the computations 

of these values. 

56. On the basis of recorded data the number of times that the 

control weir may be expected to be overtopped varies from none to 5 

times during the high-water season. The duration of each individual 

overtopping will probably not be more than three days. However, the top 

of the embankment may be submerged more frequently and for considerably 

longer :periods. For the 1945 high water season the top of the embankment 

(elev 430) would have been submerged 5 times for an average duration of 

3-1/2 days each time. 

57. Submergence of the embankment when the pool reaches elev 4 30 

* Hydraulics Branch, Mississippi River Commission. 
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Will cause an increase in the water content of the upper 2 or 3 ft of 

the compacted embankment as a result of absorption. From a few labora

tory teats it appears that types I and II soils, compacted at optimum. 

water content, SS.in about 2 or 3 per cent in water content down to a 

depth of about 1-1/2 to 2 ~ when allowed to saturate from the top down 

for 5 days. This increase in water content increases the per cent satu

ration from about 80 per cent at optimum to about 95 per cent after satu

ration. Therefore, the water content of the upper few feet of the fill 

should be checked prior to the beginning of placement of fill the second 

season. Fill material with a water content higher than 1 to 1-l/2 per 

cent above optimum should be dried back to proper water content and 

recompacted. Placement of the first layer or two of fill the second 

season at a water content slightly dry of optimum will help reduce any 

excess moisture in the underlyinc soil by absorption as the embankment 

is raised. 

Processing borrow materials 

58. Because of the limited working surface on the dam during 

placement of fill, it ie believed that the borrow materials might advan

tageously be processed in the borrow areas where there will be larger 

areas for spreading and workinB· Thie procedure together with the im

provement of drainage conditions mentioned above will lessen chances of 

delay due to excessive natural water contents. Consideration should be 

given to removing types I, II, and III materials from the borrow areas 

with shallow cute since this would allow better drying conditions. 
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PART VI: DRAINAGE FACILIT:mS 

Foundation and Abutments 

59. The sand and gravel blanket beneath the downstream portion of 

the main embankment and abutments haa been redesigned to utilize the 

sand and gravel deposits in areas 1 and 2 of the Glazypeau Creek borrow 

areas. The revised design consists of a layer of large to medium gravel 

"X" in contact with the foundation, a layer of medium to fine gravel "Y" 

over this, and a layer of sand "Z" in contact with the overlying embank

ment fill. The grain-size curves of these- filters- are shown on_ plate_ 33._ 

The collector pipes are to be installed in gravel "X". The 12-in. layer 

of sand "Z" beneath the pervious section (type rl material) of the dam, 

ae shown on plate 30, should be omitted, since this sand is as fine or 

finer than the pervious borrow materials which will be used in the pervioua 

section. 

60. As shown on plate 33 gravels "X'' and "Y" and sand "Z" can 

be obtained by proper screening of the sand and gravel deposits in areas 

1 and 2 along Glazypeau Creek. It is believed that the gradations shown 

on plate 33 for the various filter materials can be obtained by screening 

the materials from the Glazypeau area as shown below. 

Gravels Screen Size 

x 1-1/2 in. to 3/8 in. 

y 3/8 in. to No. 8 

z No. 8 to No. 150 

The gravel and cobbles larger than 1-1/2 in. scalped out during screening 
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operations could be placed on the upstream slope of the embankment, where 

they would serve as protection against wave wash in the. event the 

cofferdam.were overtopped. 

61. In the filter blanket, gravel Xwould be substituted for 

original sravel A, gravel Y for E, and sand Z should be substituted for 

eana. S. In order to use most advantageously all of the processed sand 

and gravel, it is suagested that the drain beneath the downstream portion 

of the embankment be changed to 1 ft of sand Z, 1-1/2 ft of gravel Y, 

and 2-1/2 ft gravel x. 
62. A 10-in. extra heavy cast-iron collector pipe with 1/2-in. 

holes will be placed in the gravel layer parallel to the axis of the dam 

and 300 ft downstream from the center line. There will be three 12-in. 

laterals with 1/2-in. holes carrying water to the toe. These laterals 

should be spaced 150 ft apart with the middle one opposite the center of 

dam. A plan of the collector pipe and the blanket is shown on plate 30. 

Foundation· and Wall Drainage for Stilling Basin 

63. As the contract for the stilling basin has been let, no change 

1n the filters for the foundation and wall drains is suggested. 
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PAR!' VII: COMPACTION TEST SECTION 

64. On the basis of shear test results presented in Interim Report 

No. l and in this report, it appears that the design strengths used in the 

stability analyses will be obtained if the borrow materials are compacted 

on the average at a water content not in excess of l per cent wet 0~ 

1-1/2 per cent dry of standard (Proctor) optimum water content and at a 

density not lighter than 2 to 5 lb of standard {Proctor) denai ty. The 

approximate averase limiting water contents and densities for the various 

soil types are given below. 

Soil Ave-.C"age Ranee 
~ Water Content Density 

I 
II 
III 

14.0-16.5 
ll.0-13.5 
l0.5-13.0 

Purpose of Teat Sections 

>~110 

>115 
>115 

65. Although the above data are considered essentially correct, 

it was considered desirable by the Board of Consultants, because of the 

magnitude and height of this structure, to construct a test fill. at the 

site to compare compaction and shear data obtained in the laboratory with 

that obtained on the same soils when compacted with eheepsfoot rollers. 

The effects of different numbers of passes and tamping foot areas would 

also be studied. The specific purposes of the test fill are as follows: 

a. Correlation of field compacted densities and resultant 
strengths with the design criteria developed. 

b. Determination of the number of passes and size of tamping 
feet of the rollers for use in placing the embankment. 



c. Development of compaction control curves to be used in 
control of the embankment. 
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d. Determination of the maximum water contents that can be 
permitted in placing the more cohesive borrow materials 
both from the standpoint of satisfactory operating con
ditions on the fill and of obtaining the required strength 
necessary for stability of the dam. 

66. Knowledge and information gained from the test fills should be 

helpful in evaluating characteristics of borrow materials with respect to 

correct processing and placement of these materials. The test fills will 

also be beneficial in familiarizing personnel connected with the con-

struction of the embankment with the compaction characteristics of the 

various borrow materials. Plana for the teat section were jointly pre

pared by the Vicksburg District and the Waterways Experiment Station. 

Description of Test Sections 

Soil ty;pes 

67. Types I and II are the more cohesive soils and have not been 

differentiated in the zonation of the embankment. One section of the 

test fill would be constructed of type I and type II materials. Because 

of the similarity of compaction characteristics, it was believed that 

data could be obtained for both classifications in this range of cohesive 

soils by processing and rolling in the same section and separating the 

classifications in the testing. Soils in the type III range will be 

used in the other section of the test fill. 

68. The number of variables to be investigated in the test fill 

will be kept to a minimum so as to better evaluate the variables which 

are of the most importance. It is for this reason that only two types 

of material are proposed for testing. However, there is a considerable 
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amount of "random" material in all of the borrow areas which might need 

to be tested 1n order to obtain a better understanding of the compaction 

characteristics of these materials. 

Moisture contents 

69. It was proposed to place each material in the separate sections 

on the dry side of indicated laboratory optimum and also on the wet side. 

The variation in water content of these two groups should be great 

enough to develop a water content-density curve over the range that can 

reasonably be expected to occur in the borrow pit. 

Roller 

70. It is planned to limit variation in roller characteristics to 

two different sizes of tam.pine feet • Only one size or roller would be 

used and it would be the conventional heavy type, 60-in. diameter, dual

drum roller. Rolling in each section for the initial five lifts would be 

performed with the roller having the regular tamping foot areas of from 

6 to 8 sq in. and pressure intensities of about 600 lb per sq in. 

Rolling of the second five lifts would be performed with the tam.ping foot 

areas doubled and with pressure intensities of about 300 lb per sq in. 

Number of passes 

71. The test fills will be constructed with 6, 12, and 24 passes 

of the roller. Each lift of the same material will be divided into 6 

equal areas to allow rolling on the wet and drJ aides of laboratory opti

mum and for the three numbers of roller passes. Rolling with 24 passes 

is considered to be out of the practicable rolling ranae, but the in

formation is needed for better interpolation within the practicable ranse. 
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Placement of fill 

72. The soils for testina will be located in the pit by borings 

in advance of test fill construction. It ie proposed to route these 

soils from the selected areas to the wet and dry portions of the section 

according to their natural water contents. Such procedure will be neces

sary to minimize processing on the fill. Placement of fill in the test 

section will follow regular construction practices insofar as possible. 

Sampling 

73. Samples will be taken at the completion of' each five lift 

sections from the second and fourth lifts. Drive cylinder samples will 

be taken for density, water content, grain sizs, penetration resistance 

and Atterberg limit determinations. In addition, box or cube samples 

will be taken for strength and other special tests. The walls of the 

test pits, dug to obtain the cube samples, will be thoroughly examined 

and photographed for a study of in-place compacted soil conditions. 
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PART VIII: SLOPE PROTECTION 

Upstream 

74. The upstream slope of the dam, as shown on plate 30, consists 

of a 2-ft layer of dumped riprap from the crown down to elev 525, 10 ~ 

below the minimum power pool. The upstream portion of the embanlonent con

sists of a zone of "coarse rand.om'' ma.teriale. The borings and test pi ts 

indicate the existence of a considerable amount of coarse gravel and cob~ 

bles in the lower portion of the borrow areas. This :rmterial contains a 

small 8.1DOunt (5 to 15~} or material fi.'1.er than a No~ 200- s-1ev-e- but with 

selection of material contain:ina coarse gravel and cobbles it is considered 

possible to obtain materials from the borrow areas that can be used along 

the upper part of the upstream shell which will eliminate the necessity 

for any special gravel blanket beneath the riprap. The gradation of the 

riprap is given in paragraph 142 of Interim Report No. 1. 

74a. The equation used in Interim Report No. l for obtaining the 

Weight of atones from the equivalent diameter of the stone was: 

W (weight of stone in lb)= 150 lb x 2/3 x n3, {where Dis in ft). 

Subsequently, in the Office, Chief of Engineers report "Slope Protection 

tor Earth Dams," the following equation was used for relating atone weight 

and equivalent diameter: 

w = 3/4 n3 x unit weight of rock. 

The dark gray 11.:meetone upstream and adjacent to Glazypeau Creek presently 

Proposed for the upstream riprap has an average unit weight of 170 lb per 

cu ft as against 150 lb per cu ft used in the interim report. Therefore, 

if this material is to be used, the tabulation on page 63 of Interim 



Report No. l should be changed to read as follows: 

Equivalent Diameter Weight 
In. Lb 

24 1020 
18 430 
12 128 
6 16 
4 5 

Per Cent Issa Than 

100 
40-95 
20-40 

0-15 
0-5 
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Although an equivalent diameter of 24 in. is shown to be the largest atone 

permissible, it is believed that heavier stones may be used as long as the 

least dilllension does not exceed 24 in. Stones weighing up to 1500 lb 

would probably be satisfactory. 

74b. In order to protect the upstream face of the embankment durina 

fillins of the reservoir, it is recommended that a 1-ft layer of dumped 

rock be placed on the upstream slope from elev 425 to elev 525, the eleva

tion of the bottom of the permanent elope protection. This rock need not 

be of particularly high quality and may include 6-in. stones removed from 

the embankment fill. The size of the rock should range from 4 to 15 in. 

Downstream 

75. The zonation shown on plate 30 also calla for a shell of sand 

and gravel an the downstream slope of the embankment. By placins the 

coarser fraction ot the sand and aravel and cobbles obtained from the 

lower portion of the bo?TOW areas on the outer elope, the only downstream 

slope protection required would be a 12-in. layer of dumped riprap to 

prevent sloughing or movement of the gravel or cobbles by traffic or rain 

wash. The atone for the riprap should ranse in size from 3 to 12 in. with 
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an average size o-r about 6 to 8 in. It need not neceesarily meet the re

quirements for the upstream riprap as it will not become saturated, being 

underlain by "free-draining" materials. Therefore, the effects of freez

ing or thawing would not be nearly so pronounced as they would where the 

rock can become saturated. Experience on Wappapello Dam has _indicated 

very low maintenance cost a on this type of downstream protection. The 

riprap would be considered an intearal part of the embankment and would. 

be placed as shown on plate 30. 
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PART IX: ENGINEERmG MEASUREMENT DEVICES 

Piezometers 

76. In order to measure pore pressures during construction of the 

embankment, it is considered necessary to install a system of "nonflow" 

type piezometers in the embankment such as those shown on plate 34. These 

piezometers would also.be used subsequently to obtain the seepage pattern 

through the embanlanent. A few piezometers in the rock foundation are also 

considered desirable to measure the hydrostatic pressure in the fractured 

rock below the embanlanent and to check the efficacy of the drainagE:) 

blanket in controlling the seepage in the underlying rock. The piezometer 

layout shown on plate 34 also includes two piezometers to determine the 

effect of the grout curtain beneath the embankment on the flow through 

the foundation rock. In order to obtain positive pressure readings it 

will be necessary to bring the leads from the piezometer tips to a termi

nal well at the downstream toe of the embankment as shown on plate 34. 

Details as to the construction and installation of these piezometers are 

given in Appendix A. 

Settlement Plates 

77. In order to measure consolidation of the embanlanent during 

and after construction, it is considered desirable to install a series of 

settlement plates at the locations shown on plate 30. As all of the 

settlement will occur within the embankment (the foundation being solid 

rock), the Bureau of Reclamation settlement device as shown on plate 34 

is recommended. This device is designed to measure the settlement within 
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the embankment at 10-ft intervals in a vertical direction. Details re

garding construction of the device are shown on plate 34 and are given in 

Appendix B. 

Seepage Flow Measurement 

78. Although the amount of seepage into the downstream drain has 

been estimated at only about 500 gpm, it is considered desirable to make 

provision for determining the amount of seepage beneath the dam and 

tv.rough the abutments. The approximate amount of seepage emerging from 

the drain can be obtained by lowering a velocity meter down vertical 

riser pipes into the 12-in. outfall pipes. Although the three outfall 

pipes will not intercept all of the flow from the gravel drain, measure

ment of the flow near the ends of these pipes will probably indicate 75 

per cent of the total seepage into the drain. Location of the vertical 

riser pipes is shown on plate 30. 
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PARr X: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS* 

Foundations and Abutme~ 

79. The foundation of the valley and abutment areas when properly 

prepared are considered satisfactory for the embankment. Preparation of 

the foundation should consist of the removal of all overburden over the 

entire foundation area down to rock with the exception that oUcy- vegetation, 

topsoil, and pockets of undesirable materials need be removed in the abut

ment areas upstream of the upstream core limit. The area of the foundation 

and abutments covered by the drainage blanket should be stripped down to 

more or leas continuous rock so as to permit ready entrance of seepage 

from the foundation into the drainage blanket. Overhansing rocks on the 

abutments should be dressed back to a slight slope to facilitate compac

tion. Fill immediately adjacent to abutment rock should be tamped by hand. 

80. Some seepage may be e:JCl'ected through the foundation and abut

ments but the drainage system provided beneath the downstream portion of 

the dam and up the abutment slopes should adequately control this seepage. 

As a precaution against excessive seepage through the abutments and 

foundations, they should be grouted to a depth below which material pene

tration of cement grout cannot be obtained. 

Embankment 

81. The embankment section shown on plate 30 is recommended for 

the method of construction described. Th~e embankment is considered to 

* This part replaces Part IX of Interim Report 1. 
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have an adeciuate factor of eafety. However, pore preeeure within the em

bankment should be measured throughout construction and at no time should 

it be allowed to reduce the stability of the embankment below a factor of 

safety of 1.25 based on a shear strength of ¢ = 34° and c • 0.16 ton per 

sq tt for the impervious and fine random soils, and ¢ = 350 for pervious 

and coarse random soile. The zonation shown provides zones for the vari

ous types of borrow materials at all stages of construction and should 

adequately control MJY seepage through the embankment. The amount of 

seepage throush the embankment is estimated to be about 200 gallons per 

day. The estimated seepage throu@l the foundation and abutments is about 

500 gpm on the basis of no grout curtain. 

82. The first layer of soil placed on foundation rock should be on 

the wet side of optimum. so that it will have enough plasticity to be 

squeezed into the cracks and holes in the rock by succeeding compaction 

and weisht of the embankment. 

83. Piezometers should be installed in the embankment to measure 

pore pressures during construction, and the seepage pattern after the 

reservoir has been filled. Settlement devices should be installed to 

observe consolidation within the embankment during and after construction, 

and provision should be made to measure the flow from the outfall pipes 

in the gravel underdrain. 

84. Approximately 8 to 12 ft of settlement within the embankment 

is expected to occur during and after construction. It is estimated that 

about 2 ft of settlement 'fIJIJ3' occur after completion of construction. 

Borrow Areas 

85 . In general, the soils found in all the borrow areas are 
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considered satisfactory tor earth dam construction. The natural water 

contents of the various borrow materials appear to range from 0 to 4 :per 

cent wet of optimum. compaction water content. The soils placed in the 

embankment should, on the average, not have a water content in excess of 

l per cent wet or 1-1/2 per cent dry of standard (Proctor) optimum. mois-

ture content. The density of the compacted soils should be within 2 to 5 

lb of standard (Proctor) density. Final criteria for compaction will be 

established afier completion of the compaction teat section. 

86. Borrow areas B, E, D, and F are considered suitable for borrow 

mater1als. Material in the borrow area along Gle.zypeau Creek is satisfac-

tory for the pervious shell on the embanlonent, and for use in obtaining 

filter materials. The fine and silty sands in the Glazypeau borrow area, 

if used, should be placed in the zone for fine random materials. 

f57. Processing of borrow materials should be carried out in the 

borrow areas to the maximum practicable extent in order to expedite place-

ment. 

88. All borrow areas should be adequately drained well in advance 

of any construction operations to minimize absorption of rainfall and 

surface water. 

89. The water level in !Ake Catherine should not be allowed to ex-

ceed elev 400, if possible, prior to and during construction operations 

in bOITOW area B. 

Slope Protection 

-
90. For the upstream elope protection, 2 fi of rock riprap is 

recommended. It is recommended that the gravel and cobbles found in the 
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lower portions or the various borrow areas be used to provide a layer of 

gravel and cobbles beneath the riprap and thereby eliminate the placez:ient 

of a separate gravel blanket. Dumped riprap (12-in. thick) underlain by 

gravel and cobbles obtained from the various borrow areas is recommended 

for protection of the downstream slope. 

Drainage Facilities 

91. The gravel drain beneath the downstream portion of the eIUbank

ment and up the abutment slopes is considered adequate to control seepage 

through the embankment end the seepage through the foundation and abut

ments. 

92. The drains beneath the stilling basin are considered necessary 

to prevent any excess hydrostatic pressure beneath the base slab. 

93. The drains at the base of the pervious fill behind the stilling 

basin retaining \re.lls are recommended to prevent water pressures from 

building up behind these walls. 

Engineering 'Measurement Devices 

94. It is recommended that the embankment and foundation piozome

ters and the settlement devices shown on plate 34 be installed. It is 

also recommended that provision be ma.de for measuring the seepage from 

the gravel drain beneath the dam. 



PART XI: DELETIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO INTERIM REPORT NO. 1 

95. Except for the revisions, corrections, and deletions which are 

given in the following paragraphs, all data, analy$es, and recommendations 

as set forth in Interim Report No. l are considered valid. The headings 

and paragraphs referred to below are those in Interim Report No. l. 

Location and Description of Project (Part I) 

No change. 

Geology (Part II) 

No change. 

Foundation and Abutments (Pa.rt III) 

Grout tests 

Paragraph 20. Although leakage through the foundation and 

abutments should not be particularly great for the reasons given it was 

decided by the Office, Chief of Engineers, to put a grout curtain in the 

abutments and across the valley which would tie into a concrete cutoff 

wall at the contact between the embankment and foundation and abutments 

(see Part II: Foundation and Abutments, paragraphs 7-10 of this report). 

Borrow Areas (Part IV) 

General 

Paragraph 21. A new aerial mosaic showing the location of the 

dam site and borrow areas is shown on plate 2. New drawings of borrow 
-

areas B, D, E, and F showing the location of all borings, test pits, and 

piezometers are shown on plates 3 and 4. Contours of the borrow areas 



are also show on these plates. Locations of the borings are show on 

plates 5 through 12. Generalized soil profiles of the various borrow 

areas are show on plates 16 through 21. 
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Paragraph 22. Revise this paragraph as follows: The borrow 

area B is located downstream on the right bank of the river. The soils 

in this borrow area consist of alluvial deposits ranging from silty clays 

to sand and gravel along the floodplain of the river, silty clays ranging 

to si.lty sands on an upland terrace, and (predominantly) sandy clays and 

clayey sands with gravel on the upland hills. Except for the deep sands 

and gravel in the floodl;lain portion of tne area and- some dirty gravels 

on the upland hills, most of the soils my be classified as impervious or 

relatively impervious. Due to the rocky terrain and lenticular nature of 

the soil, al.l the materials in the hills have been classified as random. 

However, rraterials ranging from impervious sandy clays to dirty gravels 

may be found in the hill portions of the borrow area. 

Paragraph 23. Revise this paragraph as follows: Borrow area 

E upstream from the dam is also in the floodplain of the river. The soils 

in this area are principally clay sands or silts, silty sands, and sandy 

gravels with a small percentage of silt. 

Paragraph 26. The revised estil:lates of available yardage in 

the various borrow areas referred to in this paragraph aro given in table 1. 

Field'investigations 

Paragraph 28. The topographical surveys of the borrow areas 

referred to in this paragraph are shoW,[), on plates 3 and 4. 

BorrO'W' area B 

Paragraph 29. Substitute the following for the second sentence: 



The area investigated together With the plan of borings is shown on plate 

3; logs of the borings and natural water contents are shown on plates 5-8; 

and generalized soil :profiles o.re shown on plates 16-18 (this report). 

Paragraph 31. Observations of the piezometers refe!Ted to are 

shown on plate 22. 

Paragraph 32. Seasonal variation of the water content at cer

tain selected points in the borrow area is sho'\-m on plate 24. 

Paragraph 34. Revised estimates of the available yardage in 

bo?Tow area B are shown m table 1. 

BolTOW area D 

Paragraph 35. The revised plan of borings is shown on plate 4. 

Paragraph 36. Revised boring logs for borrow area D are shown 

on plate 9. Generalized soil profiles of this area are shown on plate 19. 

Seasonal variation of water content in area D is shown on plate 24. Ob

servations of the piezometer installed in the flat adjacent to Glazypeau 

Creek are shown on plate 22. 

Paragraph 38. Revised estimates of available yardage in borrow 

area D are given in table l. 

BoITow area E 

Paragraph 39, A revised plan of the borings is shown on plate 

4; revised boring logs are shown on plate 10. 

Paragraph 40. Generalized soil profiles of borrow area E are 

shown on plate 20. Seasonal variations in water content in this area are 

shown on plate 24. Observations of the piezometer installation in this 

area are shown on plate 22. 



Paragraph 42. Revised estimates of the yardage available in 

area E are given in table 1. 

Borrow area F 

Paragraph 43. A revised plan of the borings in this area 

is shown on plate 4. 
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Paragraph 44. Revise the first sentence of this paragraph as 

follows: In general, the borrow area consists of a 3- or 4-ft stratum of 

gravelly clay, silts, and silty clays which in turn a.re underlain by sandy 

gravel and cobbles with a small percentage of silt down to a depth of 6 

to 8 ft. 

Paragraph 46. Revised estimates of the available yardage in 

area F are shown in table 1. 

Laboratory Testing (Part V) 

Class if'ication 

Paragraph 56. For additional classification and Atterberg 

limit test data, see plate 27. 

Compaction 

Paragraph 62. For additional results of compaction tests see 

plates 26 and 28. 

Consolidation 

Paragraph 71. For consolidation tests on compacted specimens 

of individual soil samples, see plate 27. 



Shear strength tests 

Paragraph 79. Additional shear strength data on individual 

soil samples are shown on plate 29. 

Embankment Desigp (Part VI) 

Zonation 

Paragraph 98. The section on zonation should be considered 

void. See the section on zonation in this report. 

Construction features 

Paragraph 102. The section on construction features should be 

considered void. See the section on construction features in this report. 

Stability of embankment section 
durin~ construction 

Paragraph 104. Due to the change in the plan of construction, 

the section on the stability of embankment section during construction is 

no longer applicable. 

Stability of completed embankment 

Paragraph 106. The zonation of the embankment as shown on 

pl.ate 30 is slightly differerrt than the zonation which was analyzed in 

Interim Report No. 1. However, results presented in the section "Stability 

of Complete Embarikment" are considered to be generally correct. Nev sta-

bi1ity analyses are shown on plate 31 of this report. 

Slope Protection- (Part VII) 
Upstream 

Paragraph 141. This paragraph has been replaced by paragraph 
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Downstream 

Paragraph 146. This paragraph has been replaced by paragraph 

75 of this report. 

Paragraphs 147 and 148. Delete. 

Drainage Facilities (Part VIII) 

Foundation and abutments 

Paragraph 149. The last two sentences should be replaced by 

the following: The blanket 'Wil.l extend from the do'WilStream toe of the 

core to the rock toe, and will be carried_ u11 the- slopes- of the- abutments

to elev 600 as shown on plate 30. It 'Will drain into the rock toe. 

Paragraph 150. This paragraph has been replaced by paragraphs 

59-61 of this report. 

Paragraph 151. This paragraph has been replaced by paragraph 

62 of this report. 

Conclusions and Recommendations (Part lX) 

Conclusions and recommendations given should be considered to 

be replaced by the conclusions and recommendations in this report. 

Tables 

Table 1. See revised estimates of available yardage in table 1 

of this report. 

Table 8. The shear strength ¢ = 20° and c = 0.36 should be sub

stituted in the blank sho"W!l. 
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Table 9. In the 8th rov replace the shear strength ¢ • 33° and 

c = 0.35 'With ¢ = 34° and c = 0.50. 

0.60. 

Table 10. In the 9th row the c of o.62 should be replaced with 

Plates 

Plate 8. See plate 2 of this report. 

Plate 9. See plate 5 of this report. 

Plate 10. See plate 4 of this report. 

Plates 12-25. See plates 5 through 12 of this report. 

Plate 42. The per cent sand sho-~ld be 65 rather than 25 !>_er cent. 

Plate 50. The optimum water content and density shown for 15 

blows and 40 blows should be interchanged. 

Plate 69. This plate should be considered void, see plate 30 of 

this report. 

Plate 72. The stability analyses shown on this plate are not 

guite correct because of the change in the zonation and upstream slope. 

Plate 73. The flow nets shown on this plate are not quite cor

rect because of the change in zonation. 

Pla.te 75. The stability analyses shown for arcs 1 and 2 are 

not quite correct because of the change in zonation. See stability anal

yses on plate 31 of this report. 

Pl.a.tea 77 and 78. Gravels A and E have been replaced by gravels 

X and y in the gravel drain beneath the downstream toe Of the embankment. 

Sand S bas been replaced by sand z. See plate 33 of this report. 



Table 1 

SUMMARY OF AVAIIABIE YARDAGE IN BORRCM AREAS 

Borrow Impervious Fine Rand.om 
Area ~I and II) (III~ 

"IP- 1,341,ooob 715,ooob 

nd 

(D)e 

E 430,000 415,000 

F 

Gla.zypeau 

Totalf 1,771,000 1,130,000 

TotalS 1,771,000 1,130,000 

a Yard.age in area of tunnel not included. 
b Miterial above elev 402. 

~V-a~ 

1,178,000 

1,055,000 

(569,000) 

158,000 

700,000 

3,091,000 

2,391,000 

Coarse Random 
{V-b) 

l,ooo,oooc 

350,000 

(160,000) 

250,000 

400,000 

2,000,000 

1,600,000 

c Yardage below thick strata of waste mterial in valley not inqluded. 
d Yardage available above bedrock or water table. 
e Yardage available if area ia le~ graded for 1ridustr1al use. 
t Total yardage available using all borrow areas. 
g Total ya.rd.age available without area F. 

Pervious Total 
{IV) Cu Yd 

4501 000° - 4,684,ooo. 

1,405,000 

(729,000) 

150,000 1,403,000 

1,100,000 

600,000 600,000 

1,200,000 9,192,000 

1,200,000 8,092,000 



Table 2 

VOWMES OF SOIL TYPES IN EMBANKMENT 

Soil Type Volume in Cu Yd 

Impervious 
(I and II) 814,ooo 

Fine Random 
(III and V-a) 1,554,ooo 

Coarse Random 
(V-b} 888,000 

Pervioue 
(IV) 444,ooo 

Filter 100,000 

TCYl'AL 3,800,000 



.APPENDIX A 

INSTALLATION AlID READING OF PI:E!ZOMEl'ms 

General Descriptio~ 

1. The piezometer installation is designed to measure the 

magnitude of the pore water pressures in the embankment and foundation. 

The installation in the embankment consists of piezometer tips having 

porous openings and connecting tubing placed in shallow trenches in the 

embankment as the filJ_ is placed. The- install-atton- tn- tho- foundat:ron 

consists of piezometer tips in tho rock bonoath the stripping line and 

the connecting tubing placed in tho omban..1.cmcnt. Pressures from tho tips 

arc transmitted through the water-filled tubes to a terminal well 

located on the downstream slope of the dam where tho respective values 

are obsorvod on Bourdon tube gages. Tho installation is so designed 

that tho pressure may bo measured without causing a flow of water from 

tho embankment. When tho pressure readings aro available, it will be 

possible to determine the extent of saturation, tho seepage flowlines, 

and the uplift that affects the stability of the dam, both during and 

after construction. In view of the difficulties that may be encountered, 

it is rocommonded thnt great care bo exorcised uhon instnlling tho 

apparatus and making tho readings. 
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Installation of Tips and Tubing 

2. It is recommended that procedures outlined by tho Bureau of 

Reclnmation• be followed in preparing the tips for installation. It is 

recommended that all joints be soldered and tostod for leaks bef oro 

placing in tho dam, 

Trenches for piezome~tubing 

3. A 20- to 24-in. square trench will serve to cnrry tho piozome

tor tubing across tho embankment. Because of tho type of apparatus 

being installed, the work is slow nnd must be done carefully._ In or-der

to a.void interfering with embankment placing as mu.ch as poosiblo, it is 

recommended that tho trenching be carried ~.ho~d of the tube laying only 

so far as local conditions will permit. Another factor which limits tho 

progress of tho trenching is that the backfill material must be placed 

in the trenches with a moisture content sinilnr to that of tho ropro

sontntivc material in tho embankment. All trenching must bo level or 

on either ascending or descending grades from the terminal woll. 

Reverse grades will form air pockets in tho tubing, which will invali

date tho readings. 

Dnbankm~~zomotors ..:_Tle_e ~~~ 

4. Tho tips to be placed in the ombnnkment should bo typo n • .;,11 as 

shown on plate 34. The tip consists of a brass sholl, a porous disk, 

ond a disk retainer. The parts arc designed for final assembly in the 

----------·-----------------------
"' "Appendix ::S, l; Field Mnnu."1.l for Rolled :&.'\rth Dams," Uovembor 1947. 
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field after tho tubing is soldered into tho tip. The tips should bo 

placed at tho locations indicated on plate 34 at Sta 5+00. Tho tips 

should not bo plncod until tho ombnnkmont has roached n grade 2 to 3 ft 

above tho indicated tip elevation. Tho tips should bo plncod directly 

in tho embankment in a small side trench, 1 to 3 ft from tho main trench 

for tho tubing. When tho piezometor tip_ is at an elevation above tho 

torminnl well, tho tip should bo plncod slightly above tho level of the 

main trench and the tubes should be filled with water prior to br>.ck

filling over tho tip. Likewise, n tip to be placed below tho terminal 

well should bo placed slightly below tho level of the mdn trench. The 

backfill around tho tip should bo typicnl of tho adjacent ombru1knent 

n.nd should be plnced at a sinilnr wnter content. Material retained on 

n No. 4 sieve should bo removed. 

~~t}._<?_:;i_ piozomoto!_s~::_Type 11B 1~ 

5. Tho tips to be plncod in the found.:i. ti on should be typo 11:g11 as 

shown on pll'.t o 34. Tho tips should be 4- to 6-in. lengths of nll-br"..ss 

well strninor, such r..s Clnyto:1-Mn.rk or oqun.l, with No. 35 slots. Those 

tips should bo plncod in 6-in. diru:iotor holes drilled into tho rock. 

Tho hoL..J should bo backfilled from 3 in. below to 3 in. nbovo the tip 

with snnd z. This snnd should bo plo.cod under water, Throe inches of 

tamped clay bnckfill should thon be put in on top of tho sand. Tho 

remainder of tho bnckfill nround the 3/4-in. brnss riser pipe should bo 

concrete up to tho stripping lino and typical onbankmont material nbovo 

the stripping line. At the top of tho ris0r, n brass too should bo 
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placed so that the copper tubing may be connected to the tip. A detail 

of this tee is shown on plate 34. 

Backfill in trenches ------ --
6. The material used for backfill around the tubing should be 

screened, if necessary, to eliminate the fraction retained on the No. 4 

sieve. No pockets of relatively porous or uncompacted material (com

pared to adjacent embankment) should be left in the trench. After hand 

cleanup of the trench, a protective cushion of approximately 2 in. of 

compacted material should be placed in the bottom of tho trench. The 

tubing should then be- placed in a sys-tomattc- manner with the indivia.Ua.J. 

tubes approximately 1 in. npart. After spacing the tubes in the trench, 

a minimum of 3 in. of screened material should be placed over the tubing 

nnd compacted. by hand-operated pm·1er tampers. Whan it is nocessnry to 

place more than one layer of tubing in tho trench, a minimum of 3 in. 

of compn.cted mn.torial shoula. separate tho layers. Tho remaining portion 

of tho trench should be bacl:filled and powor-tamped in 4-in. layers 

usine typical or.1bankr.10nt materials. A minimum of 12 in. of compn.ctod 

material must covor the tubing before rolling operations arc permitt 0d 

0·1cr the trench. Incrortscd watertightness mny be o'bt2..incd throu{")l tho 

construction of 1-ft cutoffs in tho trench, at intervals of approxim-

ately 50 ft, mo.do from embankment mo.torial mi:ced with 5 per cont, by 

volume, of bcntonito or cement. Regular ombankmont-placing methods 

should bo unod OV«)r tho completed trenches. 



Terminnl well 

7. A typical terminal well for 40 piczometor tips is shown on 

plate 34. Tho installation is dosicncd so thnt there is a gago on 

oach of tho two tubes from ca.ch piozomot.Jr tip. If tho two readings 

for a tip differ more than 2 or 3 ft, tho presence of air in tho tubos 

is :l.ndicntod. Aft0r stnblo conditions hnv3 boon roached (an air-free 

system), tho pressure nt onch piozomotcr tip cnn be observed by tho 

simple procedure of '.1.Voraging tho readings of tho two gages for cnch 

tip. Thero is n smnll hnnd pump in tho terminal well for flushing of 

tho piozomator lines. 

8. Ph:iing in well. All piping in tho terminal well should be 

1/4-i:a. brnss pipe to connect tho l/l!-in. piozomctcr tubing to valves, 

pump, g~ecs, ~nd air trnp. All throndod connections should be mndc 

loakproof b;.r udng suitable loakproofing compound. All pi:Jinc should 

bo block0d nwny from tho wall n.nd securely fnste:.1od. 

9. M~ster tost gnco. A Bourdon-tube compound gage should bc used 

to mcnsuro tho piozo:notric prossurcs or vncuums (loss than atmospheric) 

in foot of water. Tho gage should bo n 6-in. gngo cnpnblo of monsuring 

up to 200 ft of water. In accord:i.nco with ths minimum flow roquiromont 

of tho inst'.1.lb.tion, it is nccossr-i.ry that any cntrn:::ipcd air in tho 6a.go 

be displaced with water. For this ran.son, tho inl0t to th.:: go.go is 

plncod at tho top of tho ca:rn whcro it tends to off oct this ropln.comont, 

Tho mnst.)r gngo should bo used during the ini tinl rondings of tho 

system, nnd until such timo as it is ronsonnbly sure thnt nll .:mtrnppcd 

~ir has boon removed from onch piozomotor. Aftor thnt time. tho 
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individual gagos nro to bo used exclusively. Tho individual 

piozometor gngos should bu chocked twice n yoar by tho m..-i.ster gngc. 

10. Piozomotor gncos. Thoso gages should bo 3-in. gnges 

capable of moo.suring up to 200 ft of water. If, 11ft.:ir construction, 

a difforont g~go pressure rnngo is indicated ns being profornblo for 

soma of tho tips, gngos with a smaller r:ui.go nn.y bo substituted for 

those tips. After oqui.librium is reacherl, the pressure at each tip 

should be observed by reading these small gages. The m:iall gar,eo 

should be checked twice a year for accuracy against the master ga.:;e. 

ll. Entrance pipe to terminal welL_ The two tubes-- from each 

piezometer enter the terminal well through a 6-in. iron pipe. On the 

inside of the well the concrete should be flared to allow easy bends 

in the tubing as they run up to the '·rnll connections. The pipe oho1.lld 

be filled with hot asphaltic or other waterproofing material after the 

installation is complete. This procedure will prevent leakage into 

the terminal well through the pipe which incloses the tubes. 

12. Waterproofing terminal well. A suitable waterproofing yiaint 

should be ap~liod to the outside walls of the terminal well, as the 

bottom of tho woll is below T!"laximum tailwater. 

Protes_t_i_o.n_ .• ~-~-s-~ • .f_i:,?_czi~ 

13. All tubing should have at least 10 ft of cover to insure 

adequnto frost protection. Tho inBt:::.llation of two or narc 100-watt 

light bulbs will probably 9rovide sufficient hent in tho terminal well 

to prevent freezing if kept burnin_f; durinG th;:i wint.Jr months. Tho top 

of the terminal well should bo provided '·ri th a trap door. 
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.!&tL~l- readin,JQ?. 

14. !!l.JJ~~b-~~--1:'~~~~· In filling the tubing with water 

the following procedure should be observed: 

a. See that all valves are closed. 

b. Open bleeder valve on air trap. 

c. Fill air trar> pipe within 6 in. of top and close the 
bleeder valve. 

d. Open the main inlet, main outlet, and flushing valves. 

e. Work the )unT) to circulate the Hater through the terminal 
well piping un-t-11- no air bub'blos- a-ppear at the- ah·-- trap. 
At all tirles, when using the pump, allow sufficient time 
bet\veen strokes to allow circulation of the water \'Ii th a 
minillTl.un of pum~ing. Replenish the water in the air trap 
as necessary. 

f. 

.G.. 

Close the flushing valve and o~on the inlet and outlet 
manifold needle valve for one •:iiozometer. 

0-perato the pump to fill tho systom and then circulate 
tho water until no air bubbles appear at the air trap. 
If tho material at tho tip is too porous to fo1·ce a. return 
flow to the air tr~p, pump until the inlet tube is filled 
as far as tho ~Jiozometor tip ( calculat od from tho rospoc
ti vo volumes innido the tubing), close tho inlet manifold 
needle valve and the r,1ain outlot valve, open the flushing 
valve, and then pump tho outlet piozometer tube full of 
water. 111 th this procedure tho air is pumped out through 
tho tip. Bo sure both manifold needle valvos are tightly 
closed after tho tubes have been filled. If a tip is to 
be installed at an elevation higher than tho 6ngo, tho 
lines should be filled with water boforo bnckfilling. 

15. Filling piezometer ie:~~~· Those go.cos n.ro instnllod with the 

st om abovo tho dial and arc, thoroforc, filled with water n.s the tubing 

is filled, as dcscribod above. 

a. Seo th1:1.t all valves arc closed. 



b. Open the air-tro.p bleeder vo.lvo, tho main inlet, 
flushing, and main outlet valves. 

SA 

c. Circulate tho mi.tor by operating the pur.Ip until no air 
bubbles nppoar at the air trap. Rcrplenish tho wntor in 
the ~dr trap ns required to keep the tr:.i.p filled within 
6 in. of the top. 

d. Close the m~in outlet v~lve and the o.ir-trap bloodor 
valve. 

o. Continue to opernto the ~Ul'll!? until a pressure of nbout 
one-half of tho maximum rending of tho ln<.'\stor gnt;o d.iti.l 
is ranched, nnd close tho m'.'.in inlet valve. This pres
su!'e should hold fairly well on tho gage; otherwise, 
le'.tl::s arc pros ont in tho mn.nifold well piping or vnlves. 
Such leaks r:ru.st be ropnirod before nccurnto readings can 
be obtn.ined. 

f. Sot tho m~stcr g'.l.go ronsono.bly close to tho expected 
run.ding (within 5 ft of tho r.3~ding on tho inlet tube 
g~go) by ndditionnl pumping or by bleeding pressure 
through tho main outlet valve, o.nd sot tho desired 
vn.cuum r.:iruli ng on tho m<.'.stor gngo by l",pylying n suction 
stroke on tho pump • 

.£.• Rend nnd record tho pr.:issurcs n.s indic'.l.tcd on the i~1let 

:' .. nd outlet tube g~gos of tho desired piozomot0r. 

h. With both tho mn.in outlet .'l.nd inbt valves closed, tho 
flushinc v~lvo opon, nnd with tho gngo sot close to tho 
rending in~· :;,bovo, crack tho desired mnnifold inlot 
n..:iodlc vnlve to brine; tho m::-,stor gnGO noodle to n now 
rending ~nd thon close tho noodle vnlvc. 

i. Thon crnck tho outlet manifold n0odle vnlvo for tho Sf\mo 
piozomot0r for its rondi:1g 1'.nd. close t:1c noodle vnlvo • 

.sl.• Record tho two settings t:'.:ld rospoctivo rondings for tho 
mnstor gnge in o, .f£• ~ncl h for tho rest of tho •1iozom0tors 1 

flushing tho terminal wol! pipin.:; an in c, botw~on onch 
few roadines. -

Pi ozomo t£;:. flushing 

17. When tho inlot nnd outlet g~.go ro[l.dings differ moro thnn 3 ft, 

or when air is otherwise indicr>.tcd i!l tho tubing, tho water should bo 
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circulated as given in paragraph 14. The main outlet valve should be 

throttled during this operation to prevent the gage reading from 

dropping below that of the previous regular reading for that piezometer. 

At the conclusion of the pumping. the pressure in the tubing should be 

set at the regular reading and the manifold needle valves tightly 

closed. During such pumping operations, due care must be taken so as 

not to disturb the material around the tip any more than is necessary 

when a return flow to the terminal is desired. Excessive pumping with 

high pressures will cause a temporary area of high pressure to be built 

up at the tip which will nullify the readings. 

Leaky valves 

lS. Make sure tha.t all manifold noodle valvos are tightly closed 

between readings. Hand pressure is not ulw~·o sufficient to close them 

tightly; therefore. a small wrench should be devised to fit the valve 

wheels for additional closing effort. Chock for nanifold needle valves 

leaking into the torninal well :pipint; between rcadinGS, by sot ting the 

gage near zero and then closing the r:iain inlet and outlet needle valves, 

leavine; the flushing valve open. If the mas tor gage tonds to r:iovo from 

this setting toward aor.10 othor reading, it indic3.tes that presaure from 

ono or more piozomotcrs is influencing tho gage through leaky noodle 

valves; i:!hich :oarticular valve or valves arc at fault mny be indicated 

by cor.rparing tho final gage readings, 
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Reading piezometer gages 

19. In due time after a tip has been installed and it is felt 

that all the air has been removed from the piezometer tubes through 

repeated flushings• the inlet and outlet tube piozometer gages should 

be used exclusively to observe piozomcter pressures, except at periodic 

intervals when the master gage and manifold system is used as a chock. 

Tho procedure for ta.king those readings from tho small gages is as 

follows: 

.!· Check to see tlw.t all inlet and outlet mai1ifold valves 
are closed. 

b. Read and record the pressures as indicated on tho inlet 
and outlet gages for each piozometor. 

c. If the readings from the two gages of any piczometcr do 
not check within 3 ft of water pressure, flush the oystem 
as outlined in paragraph 14, and chock tho individual 
gages against the master gage. 

Reading int~~ 

20. During the construction of tho dam and during tho initial 

filling of the reservoir, or during rapid change of tho reservoir pool, 

readings should be taken once a week. Otherwise, readings should bo 

token 0vcry two weeks. 

Construction records -·- --------~ .. - ... _.__ 

21. A record should bo kcrpt of tho exact elevations and locations 

of tho piczomotor tips as installed. During construction it is rccom-

mended thnt cross sections of tho fill be token at the timo of tho last 

reading in each month. Field density tests should be made at tho time 

of installation in the vicinity of each piezomcter tip. 



APPENDIX E 

INSTALLATION AND READING OF 

EMBANKMEHT S3!rTLE!-!ENT APPARATUS 

Purpose 

1. The embankment settlement installations are designed to measure 

the vertical movement or consolidation that occurs in the embankment 

both during and after construction. 

~~_l)_escriE_tio~ 

2. Fach installation consists of a series oi telescoping 1-1/2-

nnd 2-in. pipes having alternate sections anchored to the embankment by 

crossarms as shown on plate 34, The elevations of the anchored sections 

are found by lowering the device shown on :!_)late 34 into the pipe system 

by means of a steel tape. Pawls on the device successively engage the 

101.rer ends of the anchored pipes until on reachinc; the bottom of the 

installation tho pawls are latched closed and the device can be with

drawn. When tho elevation of the top of the system is established by 

levels from a permanent bench mark off the dam, the elevations of the 

measuring points may be computed. Comparisons ui th the original eleva

tions will disclose the vertical movement of the embankment. This system 

is patterned directly after that outlined by the Bureau of Reclamation 

in "Appendix :S, 2; Field Manual for Rolled Farth Dams, 11 Uovember 1947. 
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Installation 

:Bot tom section 

3. The lowest section of pipe should e:ctend 2 ft into the rock 

foundation. A perforated latching plate should be placed at about the 

stripping line (as shown on plate 34) to latch the measuring device and 

also to allow any embankment material that may fall into the pipe system 

to fall on into the bottom 2 ft. After grouting this section into the 

rock, several strands of oakum should be wrapyed around the top of the 

1-1/2-in. pipe whi~~ extends lB in. above the rock, and the pipe cover 

placed with a twisting motion. Com~acted material should be placed 

around and over the pipe cover to a depth of lS in. before using regular 

embankment-placing methods. 

Continuing the installation 

4. Excavati..C!!l· When the embankment reaches an elevation such that 

the 1-1/2-in. pipe of the next crossarm section will have lS in. of 

cover, locate the pipe by reference staken. Excavate a hole with sloping 

sides to a base area of lB by 42 in. and to a depth of about 2 in. above 

the elevation of tho bottom of the crossarm to be installed. Locate the 

position of the pipe already installed, then auger down a 7-in. hole to 

tho ripe cover and remove the material for a depth of about 6 in. around 

the pipe with a dige;ing bar and spoon. Remove the pipe cover with a 

twisting motion using a hooked iron rod. Avoid dropping earth ~articles 

into tho pipe. 

5. Placing 2-in. piue. Place the 9-ft length of 2-in. pipe in 

position over tho projecting 1-1/2-in. pipe and work it. down the 
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distance required to make a 12-in. overlap. ~his compresses the oakum 

thn.t was originally placed below the pipe cover and gives a tighter 

seal. Check the overlap by measuring inside the 2-in. pipe to the top 

of the 1-1/2-in. pipe. With the top of the !1ipe covered cnrofully, 

hand-to.mp embankment material into the augerod holo. Chock tho nlign

mont of the pipe frequently ui th a plimb bob. 

6. Crossar!:ls. Tho 3-ft chnnncl crossarm should. bo bolted and 

shop-welded to the centers of 3-ft lcngtho of 1-1/2-in. pipe, as shown 

on plate 34. 

7. Placing e-i:oss-~. When tho backfiII uround the 2-in. ;;ipo is 

nbout 6 in. below the top of tho pipe, place tho built-up crossarm 

into position with the lower end of the 1-1/2-in. i:iipe extending into 

tho projecting 2-in. pipe. Excavate sufficient material from under tho 

crossarm to make the di stanc o from the cont or of the cross arm to the 

top of tho 2-in. pipe exactly 6 in. This excavr,tion should bo made 

very carefully to insure that the crossarm is resting on solid embank

ment and is level. ~'!ind several strands of oo.kum tightly around the 

1-1/2-in. pipe at the shoulder between it and the 2-in. ~ipo and hold 

them in plnco by la.;y•ers of burlo.p wrn1)pod around the pipo nnd \·Tired at 

tho top and bot tom. i3nckfill ~nd hnnd trurrp around tho 1-1/ 2-in. l)ipe 

up to the level of tho crossarm. Tho backfill over the crossarm should 

be made uith typical embankment matorial mcchr>.nically tarrrpcd in 4-in. 

lifts. Caro should be taken to keep tho pipo plumb !Uld in ~lignmont 

by frequent checking \Ii th a lovol nnd pltunb bob. 



8. Measuring-120).nt elevation. When the crossarm backfill is 

about 12 in. below the top of the l-l/2-in. pipe, determine the eleva

tion of the top of the pipe to o. 01 ft. Lower the measuring apparatus 

or "torpedo", as shown on plate 34, into the pipe and determine the 

distance to the measuring point at the lower end of the crossarm pipe 

section. Then lower the apparatus until it latches on the plate in 
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the bottom section and withdraw it from the pipe system. The measur

ing apparatus must be kept free of grit to insure its latching readily. 

It is suggested that the apparatus be completely disassembled and 

wiped clean after- tenting the reading at each installation. If the 

pawls nhould refuse to latch when it reaches the bottom of the hole, 

even though the device was clean when starting readings, it is sug

gested that a section of 1/2-in. pipe about 2 ft long be slippGd over 

the tape and lowered into the installation by means of a string or wire 

to rest on top of the torpedo. ]y dropping this combined weight to the 

bottom of tho hole the pawls should close. Place the pipe cover over 

the 1-1/2-ir.. pipe as outlined ir. paracraph 3, complete the bacY...filling 

of tho crossarm excavation and then resume embankment placing operations, 

Repeat the operations outlinud in paragraphs 4 through 8 as tho opera

tions progress, taking elevations on all crossarms previously installed 

each time another crossarm is ?lac0d. 

Construction_r~~ 

9. Field densities should be taken in both the rolled fill and 

the backfill material at each crossarm at tho time of installation. 
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Readinr Intervals 

10. During the construction of the dam, readings should be taken 

oach time tho system is uncovered for installation of a crossarm. 

''/hen construction is suspended, readings should be token once a month. 

After construction, readings should be taken quarterly for the first 

year; seminnually thereafter. The elevation of the water surfnco in 

tho pipe system should be determined by sour.ding when readings aro 

made. 




